ON n -HAMILTON1AN GRAPHS OF MINIMAL SIZE
Our terminology follows that of Harary [3] . We consider finite, undirected graphs without loops and multiple edges.
Let G = (V,E) be a graph of p vertices and 0£n<p-3. G is said to be n-Hamiltonian iff for every set U c V of at most n elements, the graph G-U is Hamiltonian.
n-Hamiltonian graphs were introduced and investigated first by Chartrand, Kapoor and Lick They proved in particular that the size of an n-Hamiltonian graph of the order p is not less than . Introducing for every p and n an n-Homiltonian graph of exactly edges we shall show that this bound is the best possible. Theorem 1. For every p >4 and n, 0<n <p-3» there exists an n-Hamiltonian graph of the order p end of Proof.
Let C be a graph with the set of vertiform ...,p-1 (sll arithmetic in V is done modulo p), i.e. C is 3 (simple J c^c.le of ths the size ces having as edges ell paire of the length p. Clearly Cp is O-Hamiltonian end has edges. Case 1. n = 1.
One can effortlessly convince himself that in both cases G.|(p) is 1-Hamiltonian and its size equals
The k-th power G of a graph G is the graph obtained from G by joining all pairs of vertices at distances at most k in G.
Case 2. n is even. Let n = 2k and denote
is 2k+2-regular and thus its size equals For every two vertices e V p denote by dist(i,j) the j. Clearly distanoe in C_ between i and dist(i.j) = minfi-j.j-i) (i-j and j-i are calculated modulo p). Notice that dist(i,j) = = i-j means that there are exactly i-j-1 vertioes of C p set after j and before i in the natural cyclic ordering For convenience we shall write "between j and i" j and before i in the ... etc". Notice that "between j and i" and "between i and J" are different things.
= s > p-2k. Denote sequence (a^,...,a 0 ,...,a^,a 2 ) is a spanning In the case of (a), dist(al+1< k+1 and there are no elements of U either between a^ and a^, or between a l+2 an<^ V "'ithout loss of generality assume a^-a^ < < a s " a l+2* Since k+1 < both a1 + [-|J and a1 + [-^J belong to the set { a i+2 ,a l+3'''* ,a s}' least one of them is adjacent to a.j (thanks to an edge from Dj. Denote that one by a^.
Consider the sequence For every 2-connected graph C plU+1) and for every integer k > 1 G v ' is 2k-Hamiltonian.
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